PRACTICAL DIAMOND GRADING COURSE

The Kimberley Process (KP)

https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org

The Kimberley Process (KP) is a joint governments, industry and civil society initiative to stem the flow
of conflict diamonds – rough diamonds used by rebel movements to finance wars against legitimate
governments.

Countries who are participants in the Kimberly Process
Countries who are official applicants to the Kimberly Process

The World Diamond Council created a System of Warranties for diamonds that has been endorsed
by all KPCS participants.
Under this system, all buyers and sellers of both rough and polished diamonds must make the
following affirmative statement on all invoices:
“The diamonds herein invoiced have been purchased from legitimate sources not involved in
funding conflict and in compliance with United Nations resolutions. The seller hereby guarantees
that these diamonds are conflict free, based on personal knowledge and/or written guarantees
provided by the supplier of these diamonds.”

Carat Weight
Diamonds are weighed to three decimal places and rounded off to a hundredth. The only time the
weight is rounded off upwards is if the third digit is a 9 (GIA)
For example
0.998 = 0.99ct
0.999 = 1.00ct

Carob seeds were used as a standard of weight
some 3000 years ago

1
1 carat is divided into a 100 points
50 points = 0.50ct
25 points = 0.25ct

HOW IMPORTANT IS WEIGHT?
the price difference between a round brilliant
cut diamond, clarity-IF and colour-D weighing .998ct and 0.999ct

0.998 = 0.99 x $16 800 x 10 = R166 320
0.999 = 1.00 x $28 400 x 10 = R284 000
Difference R117 680
100 diamonds weighing 0.028ct = 2.80 x $540 = $1512 x 10 = R15 120
100 diamonds weighing 0.020ct = 2.00 x $540 = $1080 x 10 = R10 800
Difference R 4 320

STAGES OF CUTTING AND POLISHING

1.

Marking

2.

Sawing

3.

Bruting

4.

Cross-Working or Blocking

5.

Brillianteering

Girdles
Faceted

Polished

Frosted

Polish and Symmetry

Ideal Proportions 60/60 -- Total depth 60%/ Table 60%

Proportion Reports

TOOLS
Scale - The electronic scales are most accurate
and should be able to weigh to three decimal places

Lint free clothes are important to clean the stone

Jewellers Loupe – 10x magnification is the international
standard for grading diamonds. One should purchase a
good quality loupe which has been corrected for aplanatic
and achromatic aberrations.

Cheap loupe

Good quality loupe

Tweezers – There are a wide range of tweezers available. The long
thin pointed ones are suitable for small diamonds where the slightly
wider tweezers are suitable for larger stones. The tweezers are
grooved which help to keep the stone in place. One shouldn’t
squeeze to hard as the diamond can ‘shoot’ out of the tweezers.
By holding the tweezers near the stone helps better control of
the stone.

Microscope – An essential piece of equipment for any
jeweller. Microscope should have good optics with dark field illumination
and the option of different lighting options.

Diamond Grading light – these lights are a standard
colour temperature of around 65000 Kelvin. They
are also UV light free and what is known as a ‘cool’ light

Leveridge and Vernier Gauges – These are to measure
the diamonds proportions and also used to estimated
weight if the stone is set in a piece of jewellery

Fluorescent Lamp (SW and LW) – A useful tool that
is used to aid the detection of Type ll diamonds and
in the identification of a stone.

Colour Grading Viewing Card – the colour viewing
cards should be a matt finished clear pure white
folding card

Colour Master Set – Colour master set is
imperative for consistent colour grading as the
human eye cannot remember colour 100%.
Usually females are used to grade diamonds as
they have a better perception of colour than
men.

Use of Tweezers and Loupe
Hold the stone in the tweezers placing
your fingers near the stone.

To turn the stone, turn it towards you.

Hold the loupe right up to your eye, keep BOTH EYES OPEN
and move the stone towards the loupe.
Lock your hands together so that you can keep
the stone still

LOUPE VERSUS MICROSCOPE
The microscope is used for close examination of the stone and plotting the diamond. A diamond is
graded using a 10x magnification loupe. If one can see a very small inclusion through the
microscope but not through the loupe the diamond could be considered Internally Flawless.

PLOTTING
The importance of plotting – Plotting a diamond is like a fingerprint, no two diamonds are alike. It
is used for identification.
Internal Characteristics - Red Ink
External Characteristics - Green Ink
Extra Facet - Black Ink

Plotting
When you pick the diamond up in your tweezers find a beginning point, such as a natural on the
girdle, inclusion or fracture. You can put a small dot on the stone near the girdle if you find it
easier to remember your starting point. Remember to clean the diamond once you have plotted it.
This will become your position 1 which would be situated at the top of the stone. So 1 is at the
top, 3 at the bottom 2 on your right and 4 on your left. Draw all the inclusions you see on your
worksheet. Start by checking under the table first and then move out to the next set of facets until
you reach the girdle.
You then rotate the diamond so that the position 1 will be at the bottom, 2 on your right, 4 on
your left and3 at the top. Start with the culet and work your way out to the girdle.

Another way is to start by picking the stone up with your tweezers
table to culet so that you can rotate the stone. This way you can
check the girdle and see if there are any laser inscriptions such as
grading reference numbers

Once you have plotted the stone, clean it and use your loupe to call the clarity grade. If you are
the only person going to grade the stone then do the clarity grade before plotting through the
microscope.

CLARITY
1.

Clean the stone and without the loupe check the stone table up under your diamond
grading light to see if you can see any inclusions with the naked eye. If you can then
you will be looking at clarity grades below SI2

2.

If you can’t see any inclusions with the naked eye then examine the stone with your loupe.
Judge how quickly you found the inclusions and how obvious they are.

3.

A very good method to assist in finalising the clarity grade is to rule out all the grades it
can’t be ie: if you see inclusions with the naked eye then it can’t be any grade above SI3.
Now you only have four grades to think about.

The colour grading area should be cut off from daylight and neon lights switched off so that the
grader is only using the diamond grading light. With natural daylight the UV rays can affect your
grading and daylight changes colour during the day. The diamond grading light is a ‘cold’ light free
of any UV rays. Colour temperature is around 6500oKelvin

COLOUR GRADING -- Terminology
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Using the term ‘Blue White’ for a
‘D’ colour diamond would be
considered a misrepresentation in
the States.

The colour grading ‘boat’ should have a matt white finish and
held in one hand while you use the tweezers with the other
hand. Start grading by comparing the lowest grade from the
master Set and moving up the grades until the Master Stone
looks lighter than the unknown. If you see the
Master Stone is lighter on the right hand side and appears
darker on the right left side of the unknown then the
unknown stone will be the same as the Master Stone.

Master stone (M) appears
darker on the left of the
unknown

Unknown

Master stone (M) appears
lighter on the right side of
the unknown

In the above illustration the unknown would be a M colour

Overtones
The second colour mentioned is the predominant colour eg: Brownish Yellow = predominant
colour is yellow with a brown overtone. The labs tend to call the overtone from K downwards. So a
colour grade K with an overtone would be graded K (ECG). If the colour is predominantly brown,
then the grade would be Brown with the equivalent grade in brackets. ie Brown (ECG I)

Fancy Colours
All fancy colours have to be sent for colour authentication due to the expensive equipment
needed to assist in determining whether the colour is natural or not.

Fluorescence
The fluorescence of all the diamonds entering the lab are checked for identification purposes. If
diamonds with a high colour grade (D,E,F) fluoresce brightly the price can be discount by 2-3%
because it can make the diamond appear whiter than it actually is. With high fluorescing lower
colour grades (J,K,L) one can add on 2-3% to the price for the same reason.

Synthetics and Imitations
A synthetic gemstone has the same chemical composition, optical and physical properties as the
natural stone.
An imitation can be a gemstone or substance (plastic, glass) that has a different chemical
composition, optical and physical properties as the natural stone it is imitating ie. CZ or Moissanite
are used to imitate diamond.

Fracture Filled
Fracture filled diamonds have been filled with a glass type substance to enhance the appearance
of the stone.
To identify a fracture filled stone rock the stone back and forth and
you will see the colour ‘switch on and off’. Usually the colour is red
or blue. If the colours change through the spectrum of colours you
may be looking at iridescent which is quite natural and can be seen
along some fractures.

Laser Drilling
Laser drilling is used to clean out an existing inclusion which is
black. A highly toxic acid is pushed down the hole by pressure
which cleans out the inclusions. It does not remove the inclusions
but changes the black inclusion to white which gives the diamond
a better appearance. The laser hole will be taken into account
when clarity grading.

Diamond Repair
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